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Alternatives In Controlling
Department Of Defense
Manpower Costs

Because of its current concern for budget
restraint, the Congress will be faced with dif-
ficult choices in allocating funds between
manpower and weapons systems.

This report discusses factors that determine
defense manpower costs--size of forces, rates
of compensation., and degrees of efficiency--
and issues involved in cost reduction.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTO'4. DC. 2064

B-165959 . . .

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

The Congress has expressed interest and concern about
the increasing cost of manpower in the Department of DP-
fense, which during the last few years has been more than
half the defense budget.

This report, which was reviewed by the Department of
Defense and incorporates their comments where appropriate,
describes some of the problems and provides general back-
grcund in the manpower area.

Our review was made pursuant to the Budget and Account-
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53), and the Accounting and Auditing
Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretary of De nse
and the Service Secretaries.

A. ·

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTR-LLER GENERAL'S ALTERNATIVES iN CONTROLLING

REPORT TO THE CONGRESS DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANPOWER COSTS:.

D I G E S T

This report discusses the principal factors

affecting defense manpower costs and the is-

sues involved in cost reduction. -Manpower

costs consume over half of the Department of
Defense's budget, exceteding $55 billion in

the fiscal year 1976 budget estimates. Even

though Defense is not projecting any major

increases in manoower levels for the next few

years, manpower costs will continue to in-

crease because of cost-of-living pay raises

and increases in retirement and survivor

benefits. If the budget is to be restrained,

the Congress will be confronted with hard

choices in allocating funds between manpower

and weapons systems.

In recent years, Defense's definition of man-

power costs has varied. GAO recommended and

the Secretary of Defense agreed to establish

a more consistent and inclusive definition of

manpower costs to improve understanding of

their magnitude and clarify comparisons. (See

p. 9.)

The share of Defense's budget taken by man-

power costs has increased in recent years be-

cause of the following events, each of which

GAO believes could be examined more closely.

.--Switching to an all-volunteer force.

--Adopting the pay raise comparability prin-

ciple.

--Rapid rises in military retirement costs.

--Changes in the composition of Defense man-

power.

--Changes in grade distribution.

Savings in manpower costs can be achieved only

by (1) reducing the number of personnel, (2)
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reducing pay levels (both requiring fundamental
policy changes), or (3) using personnel more
efficiently.

Reductions in personnel

Department of Defense manpower requirements de-
pend upon perceived threats to national security.
Chapter 3 (1) describes how Defense translates
national security objectives into detailed state-
ments of manpower-- reauirements and (2) provides
an. exapple of the effect of a policy change upon
manpower costs. (See p. 19.)

Reductions in _y_ levels

Reducing pay to achieve savings would require a
judgment that present levels of compensation and
recruitment policies could be adjusted to at- -

tract the manpower required at a lower net cost..
Even if reductions were feasible,- the complexity
of the current system makes it extremely diffi-
cult to determine a military person's total
annual compensation. Since no standard exists
for d.etermining military compensation, ascer-
taining whether the levels of military compensa-
tion are appropriate depends on several inter-
related and complicated factors. An appropriate
system and standard for. determining military com-
pensation is needed. (See p. 29.)

Retirement benefits are a valuable part of a
military person's overall compensation, partic-
ularly because retirement is possible after
only.-20 years of service. (See p. 33.) The
Department of-Defense has proposed changes to
the Congress intended to improve Defense's per-
sonnel management, remove elements of auestion-
able equity, and, in the long run, save money.
GAO believes any change in the retirement sys-
tem should be consistent with the pay system
and standard adopted for the military.

GAO points out a longstanding question concern-
ing retirement costs which must be answered be-
fore adopting any salary system for the mili-
tary:
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--Have military pay levels been implicitly re-
duced to include an imputed retirement con-
tribution? (See p. 33.)

Another major issue in the retirement area has
recently been resolved with eliminating the
1-percent add-on to retirees' cost-of-living
increases. (See p. '39.)

Using personnel more efficiently

GAO believes more efficiency is important and
should always be sought. There are, however,
limits to manpower cost reductions that can
be achieved by this means. Larger reductions
can only be achieved by policy changes affect-
ing strength or pay levels.

Potential efficiency improvements have been
identified in five areas, in which some
changes already have been made.

1. Reducing the size of headauarters and sup-
port functions. (See p. 41.)

2. Relying on more Reserve forces. (See p. 42.)

3. Converting from military to civilian posi-
tions. (See p. 43.)

4. Reducing military turnover. (See p. 46.)

5. Making training more efficient. (See p. 47.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Personnel costs, 'which have taken an increasing share of
Department of Defense (DOD) resources since 1964, consumr wol]over helf of DOD's budget. Meanwhile, costs of w.apDon.- h..-,erapidly risen, causing serious concern that the xcrntrv !,-not be able to afford enough of the weapons needed for itsdefense. -This is particularly crucial, since the -eaDor-:
being developed today will be -in the inventory in the',ecentury. Because of this squeeze, concern about t'.' h. :of DOD's budget devoted to paying and supporting :-.n,.. ie.-has increased. The squeeze has been further inten. i.red yhigh inflation rates and, in fact, there has bee.> real de-cline in resources allocated to DOD in the past :ew ye3rs.Moreover, if Federal spending is cut, the squee; .)n DOD'sbudget could become acute, since competition fog brdget dol-
lars will intensify and DOD may receive less.

In recent testimony before the Conaress, DOD e;'ficialshave emphasized that a rea'l decline in the DOD bu iet,..wi[-th-
out fundamental changes in national policies, will result ina growing imbalance between commitments and capab:Lty. Theyargue that it is unrealistic to expect DOD to of sc- such de-clines year after year by'more efficient operacicns, whilestill meeting all present requirements. Obvious'y at somepoint, military effectiveness will be unacceptablv impaired.The point at which this will occur is debatable, but thelogic of the argument is sound.

Since manpower costs consume more than hal.F if DOD'sbudget, we did a review to identify some major issues af-fecting current and future manpower costs. The_? are threemajor ways to achieve considerable savings in manpower costs:(1) reduce the number of personnel by making fu damental?olicy changes (e.g., by reducing overseas commitments),(2) reduce pay levels, or t3) use personnel more efficiently.Attempting to reduce costs by any of these methods would bedifficult. Changing national military policies or loweringpay levels would be controversial and should not be under-
taken without careful study.

We are not necessarily advocating these measures, but
wish to stress that once it is decided, for example, not toreduce overseas military commitments or lower pay levels,then those avenues for obtaining lower DOD spending are.foreclosed.' Even the third alternative--achieving savings



through more efficient operations--usually recuires con-
siderable. effort.

Ultimately, the Congress will determine the appropriate
level of DOD spending. In view of budget constraints, strik-
ing an appropriate balance between resources for personnel
and fo: weapons will be difficult.

This report, which provides background on the manpower
area, is not intended to cover a.ll aspects of DOD manpower,
but rather.to highlight 'some major issues. We hope it will
lead to further analysis. It was based largely on published
DOD materials, congressional hearings and rc-orts, Congres-
sional Research Service (CRS) studies, many of our reports,
the Defense Manp)wer Commission (DMC) report, and studies
by other organizations.



CHAPTER.2

OVERVIEW OF DEFENSE MANPOWER TRENDS

DEFINITION OF MANPOWER COSTS

The Department of Defense has no consistent definition
of manpower costs; it has presented such costs in several
different ways. Although definitions of DOD manpower costs
all include such items as military ant civil service pay,
retired pay, and family housing, the definitions differ in
their treatment of personnel support costs. A consistent,
comprehensive definition of DOD manpower costs is needed,
since those costs consume a major share of DOD's budget.
Such a definition (1) would give a more complete picture of
the magnitude-of those costs', (2) would allow more useful
comparisons of those costs over time,..and .(3). should improve.-.
management of those costs.

Manpower costs, as defined by the Office of the Assist-
ant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and presented in the.
fiscal year 1976 DOD-Manpower Requirements Report, did not
include personnel.support costs, except nonpay family housing-
costs. The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs (OASD(M&RA)) has recognized
other categories of manpower costs than those presented by
the Comptroller, but has had trouble determining the addi-
tional amounts. Some additional personnel support costs were
shown in the fiscal year 1975 DOD Manpower Requirements Re-
port, but OASD(M&RA) realizes that not all costs that.could.
be defined as manpower costs were included..'. .'. ..

The Comptroller's definition includes the military pay-
roll, 1/ military special pay and allowances, all direct-hire
civilian compensation, 2/-military retired pay, Reserve and

1/Military pay base includes basic pay, reenlistment bo-
nuses, separation pay, Federal Insurance Contribution Act
payments (Social Security), death gratuities, enlisted
nuclear pay, continuation pay, subsistence cadets, basic
allowance for quarters, basic allowance for subsistence of-

* ficers, subsistence cash when not available, and subsistence
cash other. ' 

2/Civilian compensation includes salaries, premium pay, haz-
ardous duty pay, personnel benefits (such as health in-
surance and retirement), and numerous minor categories
(such as suggestion'awards and cost-of-living allowances).
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National Guard personnel appropriations, and the nonpay costs
of military family housing. The personnel support costs
added by OASD(M&RA) were nonpay costs for individual training
(as distinguished from crew and unit training, which are con-
sidered a'cost of accomplishing a mission), the major portion
of medical support (including compensation for dependent and .

-'retired care in nonmilitary medical facilities under the Civil-
ian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services), re--
cruiting and examining, overseas dependents education program,
50 percent of base operating support, and a small miscellane-
ous category.

Base operating support includes a wide range of diverse
services similar to those provided by local government, util-
ities, and the 'service industry" segment of the civilian
econgmy..'-Some base operating support costs are manpower
costs because there are people to be supported on-bases.
OASD(M&RA) admits that attributing 50 percent of these cost's .
to manpower is a rough. approximation.

DOD offic~ials. have pointed out other costs that could
be included in a definition-of manpower costs. These arise
because DOD pays for the services of people in categories
other than military (whether active,'Reserve, Guard, cr re-
tired) and civilian government employees. These include (1)
indirect hire of foreign nationals, (2) personnel paid from.
nonappropriated funds, and (3) support services obtained by
contract.

Indirect hires are' foreign nationals who work for U.S.
forces stationed abroad, but are hired and paid by foreign
governments with DOD funds. The cost of this labor. is
clearly a DOD manpower cost, but before fiscal year 1977 it
had not been included because it was not defined as a men-
power cost in the DOD reporting system....

The cost of nonappropriated fund personnel is borne by
the nonappropriated fund, though there would be a small in-
direct cost for managing the nonappropriated fund employee
personnel program paid from appropriated funds. Therefore,
whether a complete accounting of DOD manpower costs should
include the nonappropriated fund employees depends on what
question is asked. If the question is what portion of the
resources allocated to DOD is spent to support its labor
force, the cost of nonappropriated fund employees need not
be included. But those costs should be included in deter-
mining the portion of the Nation's labor force devoted to
supporting DOD activities. However, if this is the ques-
tsion asked, a much larger area should be included, such as.
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the labor costs .of contractors manufacturing weapon systems
and of companies supplying raw materials to the contractors.
This is why DOD testimony before the Congress has indicated
that, at an extreme, most items in the DOD budget can be. di-
rectly or indirectly related to manpower..

Support services obtai.ned by contract should also be in-
cluded in-a complete accounting of DOD manpower costs. Eat
both problems described. above are encountered: (1) DOD's
accounting systems do not readily disclose these costs and
(2) there is a problem identifying which contracts should
have all or part of the labor cost counted as manpower cost
end how much labor cost should be included. For example,
'that a contract for janitorial services would be a manpower
cost is clear, but whether a contract for research should be
included is not.

In discussing manpower cost trends, we have not included
several of these categories of costs .that might be included
in DOD manpower costs. Our presentation of manpower costs is
limited eitner b-.cause costs other than those presented are
not available or because the portion to be included.is debat--
able. The following table shows'the manpower costs identi-.
fied in this report.

'.f



Nanpower Costs--selected Yeare (note a)

FT FT
rY r FTn FT 76 77
64 66 74 75 (note b) (note c)

(outlays in billions) (note d)

Civilian payroll $ 7.3 $ 10. 3. 13.4 0 14.6 $ 15.5 16 .0Military paybase 10.6 15.3 21.0 21.6 22.0 22.6Other personnel 2.4 4.6 2.7 3.4 3.6 3.7Military retired pay 1.2 21.1 .1 6.2 7.3 .4Defense family housing-nonpay costs .7 .9 1.1 1.1-

Total costs--basic definition $ 22.0 S 12.6 $ 43.0 46.7 S 49.4 S 51 

Personnel support 1.9 3.2 3.9 4.3 4.7 4.6
Indirect hire .4 .5 .8 7 1.1 l

T- otal costs--expanded definition 5 24.4 S 36.3 S 47.7 $ 51.7- S 5.2 $ 57.5

DOD budget-(note e) S 49.6 S 77.4 S 77.6 $ 250 S 69.8 99 6

Federal budget (note f) 5118.6 $l78.8 S24684 6324.6 6373.5 394. 3

d/Nay not add due to rounding.

b/Cstixate.,.

c/President's proposed budget.

d/The data for calcula.tng total costs-*xpanded definition was obtained froee the Comp-
troller and OASD(#NRA) during January 1976.

e/Defined as DOD-military subfunction of the national defense budget function. DOCD i
all major reports and in congressional testimony included military asseistance which
has been omitted in all computations for this report.

f/Defined as unified Federal budget.



The above discussion has included the costs of DOD man-
-power, to DOD only. But a much broader- look could include
costs incurred by the U.S. TLeasury, because people are or
were part of DOD's labor force. These costs are outside the
scope of this report, but might well include all or part of
the budgetedamounts for such activities as (1) Veterans Ad-
ministration ($17.7 billion in fiscal year 1977), (2) Selec-
tive Service System ($7 million), and (3) Civil Service re-
tirement costs above the 7-percent agency contribution
(roughly $1.8 billion could be termed the DOD share for fis-
cal year 1976 based simply on current percentages of total
civilian work force and payroll). Also, a tax expenditure
of about $1 billion per year results for Federal tax advan-
tages of military personnel. (See p. 25.)

TRENDS IN MANPOWER COSTS

For describing trends, it makes little difference
whether manpower costs are expressed in terms of total ob-
ligational authority (TOA), budget authority, or outlays. 1/
Most manpower obligations incurred become outlays in the
same fiscal year they are incurred and very little is carried
over from year to year'. However, for comparing manpower
costs and'the total'DOD budget, the procurement accounts can
be considerably different whether expressed as TOA and bud-
get author'ity or outlays, because considerable lags can exist
between when obligations are incurred and when funds are ac-
tually expended.

In general, if TOA or budget authority is rising, the
percentage of DOD resources devoted to manpower will appear.
smaller if expressed in these terms than if expressed in
terms of outlays. For example, the fiscal year 1975 DOD
Manpower Requirements Report, expressed in TOA, would have
shown the 1'74 manpower cost proportion of the DOD budget as
50.9 percent, if it had not included the additional personnel
support costs. The fiscal year 1976 report, however, ex-
pressed in outlays, showed the fiscal year 1974 proportion as
54.8 percent. -Because most manpower obligations-become out-
lays the same year, we have chosen to display manpower costs
in relation to outlays, throughout this discussion.

l/Total obligational authority is the sum of budget authority
granted or requested from the Congress in a given year.
plus unused budget authority from prior years. Budget au-
thority is authority provided by the- Congress allowing Fed-
eral agencies to incure obligations to spend or lend money.
Outlays are payments made, net of refunds and reimbursements.
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The following table shows manpower costs as defined by
the DOD Comptroller as a percentage of the DOD budget and the
Federal budget in terms of outlays for selected years.

Trend in Manpower Costs--Basic Definition

FY FY FY FY - FY 76. FY. 77
64 68 74 75 (note a) (note b)

(percent)

nOD budget
(note c) 44.4 42.2 55.4 54.9 53.0 52.0

Federal budget 18.6 18.3 16.0 14.4 13.2 13.1

a/Estimated.

b/Proposed in President's budget.

c/Defined as DOD-military subfunction of national defense
budget function.

The percentage of the DOD budget allotted to manpower 
costs has leveled off in recent years after climbing con-
siderably higher: than it was before the switch to the all-
volunteer army and the-adoption of the pay comparability
principle. The percentage of the Federal budget devoted to
DOD mranpower has steadily declined.

As shown in the following table, when the additional
costs are included (personnel support and indirect hires),
the percentages become higher than when the basic definition
is used, but the trends do not change.

Trend in Manpower Costs--Exxanded Definition

FY FY FY FY FY 76 FY 77
64 68 74 75 (note a) (note b).

-(percent of outlays)

Defense budget
(note c) 49.0 47.0 61.5 60.8 61.5 --- 57.7

Federal budget 20.5 20.3 17.8 15.9 14.8 14.6

a/Estimated.

b/Proposed in President's budget.

c/Defined as DOD-military subfunction of national defense
budget function.
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The expanded definition does not include all that'we
believe should be included as manpower cost.. For example,
some contract services are a substitute for ')OD manpower
and should be included, but cannot be identified without a
struggle to (1) define which contracts are ma;npower substi-
tutes and (2) identify the manpower cost component of the
contract priceb. Also, contracting out may be used"to cir-
cumvent controls over authorized DOD-manpower levels. 1/

RECOMMENDATION

To provide the Congress with (1) a more complete
picture of the magnitude of manpower costs, (2) more use-
ful comparisons of manpower costs-overtime, and (3) improved
management of these costs, 'we recommend'that the Secretary
of Defense establish a-consistent, comprehensive definition
of defense manpower costs.

AGENCY COMMENTS -

DOD agreed with this recommendation and stated that
they were reviewing the definition of manpower costs and
would establish a consistent, comprehensive definition
that will (1) be in future annual DOD: reports, manpower re-
quirements rzports, and budget news releases and (2) meet
the needs of DOD management and the Congress. (See app. I.)

DOD's intentions in this area are praiseworthy, in
view of the potentially confusing use of different defini-
tions of manpower costs in each of the last 3 years. The
definition should, at a minimum, be as inclusive as the ex-
panded definition presented on page 6.

CHANGE IN COMPOSITION OF DOD MANPOWER COSTS

The following table shows the components of manpower
,costs expressed as a percentage of total costs in each -ear.
If the percentage is decreasing (as is military pay basL from
fiscal year 1974 to fiscal year 1977), that component's cost
is increasing more slowly than overall manpower -costs; Lf--teie-

percentage is increasing, the reverse is true.

1/See our report B-165959, Apr. 30, 1971.
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Chanqes In Composition Of Manpower
Costs--Expanded Def inition

FY FY - FY FY FY 76 FY 7764 68 74 75 (note a) (note b]

-- (percent of outlays) (note c)-
Civilian payroll 30.1 28.3 28.2 28.2 28.0 27.8Military paybase 43.7 42.0 44.0 41.7 39.8 39.2Other military -,
personnel 9.8 12.6 5.7 6.6 6.4 6.4Military retired
pay 5.0 5.8 10.7 12.1 13.3 14.7Defense family
hous ing-non-
pay 2.1 1.1 1.5 1.8 1.9 2.0Personnel support 7.8 8.8 8.2 8.3 8.5 8.0Indirect hires 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.4 2.0 1.9

a/Estimated.

b/Proposed in President's budget.

c/Fiqures may not total 100 percent due to rounding.

The only category showing a consistent trend differentfrom overall manpower costs has been military retired Pay,which has increased much faster. From 1964 to 1977 the in-crease has been about 16 percent compounded annually since1964 in current dollars, and about 8.5 percent in constantdollars. The increase has been caused by a combination ofinflation, real increases in the base pay on which retire-ment pay is based, and greater numbers of people receivingbenefits.. It should be noted that the provision for :retiredpay in the budget-is for current disbursements and, thus,represents the cost of past service rather than the futureliability accruing from current service.

The-fiscal year 1976 jump in the personnel suppor-t cate-gory results primarily from increases in base operating sup-port and medical support. Base operating support increasedafter being virtually level for several years, but the in-crease in medical support is a return to a trend of rapid in-crease since 1964.
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PERSONNEL TRENDS

DOD manpower is composed of four major groups--active
military, selected Reserve, direct-hire civilians, and

indirect-hire civilians. Selected reservists (1) are re-

quired to be trained periodically, (2) usually belong to
organized units, and (3) constitute the bulk of the Reserves

in paid status. Since 1973 total DOD manpower has slowly

declined at an average rate of about 2 percent per year.

DOD manpower for selected years and projections based on the
fiscal year 1976 budget proposals for the next 2 years are

shown in the table on the'following page.

This presentation does not include the individual Ready

Reserve. Individual ready reservists normally are not in

organized Reserve units, do not train, and are not paid.

They make up a pool of previously trained personnel, liable

to individual callup, who are fulfilling their Reserve ob-

ligation after active duty service.

The following table shows the change in composition of

DOD manpower since 1964. Some shift from active military to

civilians and reservists is evident. In the interim, the
composition changed greatly due to the Vietnam war, but it
has been virtually unchanged since 1973.

Composition of DOD Manpower

1977 Difference in
1964 (note a) percentages

(percent)

Active military, 55.8 52.7 -3.1
Selected Reserve 19.8 21.3 +1.5

Direct-hire civilians 21.5 23.6 +2.1

Indirect-hire civilians 2.9 2.4 -.5

100.0 . -100.0

Total number of per--
sonnel (million) 4.8 4.0 - -.8

a/Proposed in the'President's budget.

The table on page 13 presents the changes in composition
of DOD manpower by service. The Army, Marine Corps, and

other DOD elements have increased their shares of DOD man-

power since 1964, while the Navy and Air Force have decreased
their shares.
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CLvilian
NL eIiZ' I Direct Zldiret

Total Active reserve hire hiri

1964

(thousands) 

DOD total 4,778 2,688 951 997 140

Army .. .. .052 973 Q 6 -0 0 336 93

savy 1,137 668 123- 332 14

Necine Corp s 236 190 46

Air fore s 1,314 857 134 290 33

Other DO ac:ivities 39 - 39 -

DOD total 5,823 3.547 922 1.234 119

Army 2.713 1,570 633 430 80

Navy 1.319 765 124 416 14

Marine Corps 354 307 47

Air Fore, 1.362 905 118 313 26

Other OOD activities 75 - - 75 0.2

1973

000 total 4.270 2.252 919 998 101

Ary 1.827 801 621 333 72

Navy 1.023 564 126 321 12

marine Corps 234 196 38 -

Air Force 1.112 691 134 270 17

Other OOD activities 73 - - 73 .4

1974

000 tOtdl 4,195 2,161 926 1.014 94

kroy 1.829 783 638 342 66

Navy 997 546 115 324 12

marine Corps 222 189 33
Air Force 1,074 644 140 274 16

Oter OOD activities 76 - - 75 .6

1975

DOD total 4,106 2.129 897 990 89

Ary 1.804 784 620 3)3 63

Navy 962 $35 98 315 11

.r ine Corps 230 196 34

Air force 1,037 613 146 264 14

Other DOD activities 74 - - 73 .6

1976 Jnot b and_ c)

DOD total 4,022 2,087 874 965 96
Army 1.769 782 592 327 68

Ndvy. 950 525 101 313 11

Harine Corpi 230 196 34 - -

Air Fore 997 584 147 250 1

Other DOD activities 77 75 2

1977 (note d)

DOD total 3.98 2.101 049 942 94

Army. 1.787 790 619 314 64

Navy 916 S44 52 309 11

Marine Corps 230 196 34

Air force 973 571 145 241 16

Other DOD activiti*e 82 - - 80 2

1978 (noted)

DO0 total 3,988 2.098 852 944 94
Army 1.787 790 619 314 65

Navy 916 S44 52 309 11

Marine Corps 230 196 34 -

Air fore 972 568 147 241 16

Other o0 activities 82 - - 80 2

!/ y neot add due to rounding.

b/est ikaite.

c/Dependent Educat io Iomployes aded to end strength* FT 76-780.

d/froponed President n budot.
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Composition Of DOD Manpower
By Type and Service (note a)

June 30, Difference
June 30, 1977 in percent-

1964 (note b) ages

(percent)

Army:
Active military 20.2 19.8 -0.4

Direct-hire civilians 7.5 7.9 +0.4

Selected Reserve 13.5 15.5 +2.0

Indirect-hire civilians 1.9 1.7 -0.2

Total 43.1 44.9 +1.8

Navy:
Active military 13.9 13.6 -0.3

Direct-hire civilians 6.9 7.7 +0.8

Selected Reserve 2.6 1.3 -1.3

Indirect-hire civilians .3 .3 -

Total 23. 22.9 -0.8

Marine Corps:
Active military 3.9 4.9 +1.0

Selected Reserve 1.0 .9 -0.1

Total 4.9 5.8 +0.9

Air Force:
Active military+ 17.8 14.3 -3.5

Direct-hire civilians 6.3 6.0 -0.3

Selected Reserve 2.8 3.6 +0.8

Indirect-hire civilians .7 .4 -0.3

Total 27.6 24.3 -3.3

DOD other activities: 
Direct-hire civilian .8 2.0 1.2

Indirect-hire civilian .0 .1 .1

Total .8 2.1 +1.3

a/May not add due to rounding.

b/Proposed in President's budget.
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-GRADE ESCALATION

The increased-proportion of manpower costs in the DOD
budget is partly the result of higher average military and
civilian grades. The Congress has long been concerned with
grade escalation; that is, the process by which the number
of personnel in higher grade levels increases in proportion
to those at lower .grade levels, resulting in a rise in the
average grade. The House Appropriations Committee report on
the fiscal year 1976 DOD appropriations bill states:

"In recent years the appropriation bill contained
a limitation which established maximum numbers of
officers in each grade who could be paid during
the last quarter of the fiscal year. As a result
of these limitations and other actions, the of-
ficer grade structure, except for the medical
community, has nearly returned to pre-Vietnam
levels. This does not mean that further reduc-
tions in the officer grade levels are not war- 
ranted, overall the levels are still enhanced 
over those of the 1950's and there is consider-
able.indication that further reductions in the
grade of 0-6 (Colonel, Captain in the Navy) are
possible."

'Grade creep seems to-have continued unabated,
on the civilian side of the budget. The number.
of GS-15 and GS-16 grade civil servants has
nearly doubled since 1961. Nor has the number
of civilian employees declined at a rate compar-
able to the military strength reduction. In
1964 the DOD employed about 1,035,000 direct
hire civilians and 2,685,000 active duty mili-
tary personnel.. The military strength has de-
clined to just over 2,100,000 but civilian man-
power is only slightly under a million--994,000.
In testimony,--the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Manpower and Reserve Affairs stated 'There
is no question that the grade structure (civil-
ian) has been enriched compared to prior years.'
He also indicated that the reasons for much of
this growth are unknown."
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The Congressional Research Service, in a recently re-
leased study on General Schedule grade growth for 1967-74, 1/
found that grade growth in DOD's General Schedule employee
pc¢ulation cost more than $500 million. CRS used the follow-
ing methodology:

"The total number of employees in each department
as of March 31, 1974, was determined. The total
was broken down according to the percentage dis-
tribution on the General Schedule as it was in
each department in 1967. This was done so that,
using 1974 total employees, it would be possible
to determine how many persons would be in each
grade if there had been-no grade distribution
change since 1967. The number of employees was
then multiplied by the salary for step four of
each grade'as of October 14, 1974. The same
computation was made for each grade based on how
the employees were actually distributed in 1974."

In a recent report on classification of Federal white-
coll.ar jobs,:.we found that weak controls and pressures
exerted on job classifications have resulted in overgraded
Federal positions, although how many is unknown. We believe
that top Federal management must make a commitment to im-
prove the job classifications and to organize the work of
Federal departments and agencies economically, since over-
graded positions increase costs and adversely affect em-
ployee morale and productivity. 2/

We applied the CRS methodology to active military per-
sonnel for June 30, 1964, to June 30, 1975. Using an esti-
mate of regular military compensation (RMC) 3/ based'on'pay
rates as of October 1974, we found that the cost of grade
growth during this period was roughly $900 million (i.e.,
had the 1975 grade distribution been unchanged from that in
1964, RMC would have been $900 million less in 1975). P.MC
does not measure all military compensation, but is a useful
indicator if the magnitude of grade escalation costs. Nor
is it necessarily true that $900 million in savings is

1/"Cost of grade creep in Federal civil service." CRS,
Aug. 13, 1975.

2/See our report B-167266, Dec. 4, 1975.

3,See p. 28 for definition of RMC.
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immediately realizable by returning to the 1964 grade distri-
bution. If, for example, the grade reduction were accom-
plished by retiring colonels and hiring lieutenants, the
sum of the lieutenants' pay and the colonels' retired pay
might be more than the colonels' active duty pay was.

In he.r-;.ngs on military posture before the House Com-
mittee on Ari,,=- Services in 1975, DOD described its efforts
to control gr __ escalation.

"Officer strength has come down rather dramatic-
ally from our benchmark starting point in 1973,
to our projected strength at the end of 1976.
There is a reduction of,39,000, or 12 percent,
compared to an overall military reduction of
7 percent over that period.

'..."This has been a deliberate program to redress
the officer/enlisted ratio (sic should be
enlisted/officer). The ratio has increased
from 6.0 in 1973 to 6.5 where it will be at
the end of fiscal year 1976. * * *

In 1964 we had a ratio of 7.0. It rose to
7.-S when we increased the force for the Vietnam
War. This is the trend one would except during
a conflict--a period of increased force levels.

"When we came back down again, it was much
easier to reduce the enlisted force than to
reduce the officer force. There are many rea-
sons. Many of them stem from legal constraints.
During the reduction, the ratio fell back to the ' -'~'
level of 6.0.

"The 39,000 reduction we are planning is one-
quarter of the total military reduction. Thus
for every three reductions in the enlisted
force, -we have onereduction in the officer
force. * * *

"For the generals and the admirals, we are re-
ducing over the 3-year period a total of 106.
That is an 8-percent reduction. We propose in
1976 to have 1,185, which is down another 15
from the rather significant drop that we pro-
posed'in-1975 that was approved by the Congress.
There is an 8-percent reduction in the level of
colonels and Navy captains-, for a reduction of
1,I300. 1 0 0 '
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"In the lieutenant colonels and commanders, we

have a 10-percent reduction.

"These programs should be examined in more de-

tail, however, because of the influence of the
medical group on the grade structure. * * *

"The reductions then become more dramatic. The
reduction is 10-percent for colonels and Navy
captains, and 11-percent for lieutenant colonels
and commanders. 

"We feel that we are really in -ontrol of this.

It is a fairly steep-decline and in the future
we will nake other reductions. Office strength
should come down by another 10,000."

The following table shows-the actual end: strength of of-

ficers for fiscal years 1964, 1973, and 1975 and the 1964 of-

ficer grade distribution applied to the actual 1975 total

number of officers. DOD has reduced-the number of officers

in each grade between 1964 and 1975. However, a comparison
of the computed 1975 officer grade distribution based on

the 1964 grade structure to the actual 1975 distribution

reveals an increase in all but the lower two grades. A com-

parison for enlisted personnel reveals similar trends.

- Officer Distribution for Selected Years

Computed 1975
based on

Actual Actual Actual 1964 officer

1964 1973 1975 distribution

General/flag of-
ficers 1,291 1,290 1,181 1,103

Colonel/captain 15,323 16,231 14,798 13,095

Lt. colonel/com- -

mander 36,347 36,454 33,268 31,062

Major/Lt. commander 55,081 59,801 54,562 47,074

Captain/lieutenant 105,884 102,913 94,622 90,489
1st lieutenant/Lt.

junior grade 59,337 46,471 41,929 50,709
2nd lieutenant/
ensign . 47,864: .37,097 34,077 40,905

Total commissioned
officers - 321,127 300,257 274,437 274,437
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Another way to analyze this trend is to compute-the
ratio of officers to enlisted personnel for selected years
and the percent of total officers of rank colonel/captain
and.above. This analysis, shown below, reveals conflicting
trends. As DOD has said in recent hearings, officer strength
is being reduced and the ratio of officers to enlisted men
is going down. But, the percentage of officers in the rank
of colonel/captain and above is increasing.

Officer Strength Trends (note a)

1904 1968 1973 1974 1975

Officer/enlisted men ratio 1 to ' to 1 to 1 to 1 to
6.9 7.5 6.0 6.1 6.2

Percentage of officers -

colonel/captain and above 4.9 4.6 5.4 5.6 5.8

a/Officer candidates excluded from computation; warrant offi--
cers included as officers.

In a recent review 1/, we found that the number of. upper.
level officer positions was largely a product of the number
of echelons, rather than individual grade determinations for
each position. We concluded that sizable reductions, through
eliminating and consolidating the number of management head-
quarters and staffs and associated duplicative functions, may
offer the best means of reducing field grade officer posi-
tions. DOD is conducting a comprehensive study of headauar-
ters requirements. (See p. 41.)

Some grade escalation may be justified; higher skiil
levels are probably needed because of technological changes
and more complex operations. Other reasons for grade escala-
tion include (1) legislation authorizing continuation of -
military personnel in selected skills and (2) tenure reauire-
ments for the middle grade officers. The proposed DOD Offi-
cer Personnel Management Act includes provisions to increase
flexibility in.tenure requirements. A way to determine
whether unjustified grade growth has occurred is to judge in-.
dividual job content against valid criteria and standards to
assure that the proper grade or rank has been assigned the
job. The basic need for the job should also be examined.
Only such comprehensive studies can precisely determine what
portion of grade escalation is'truly unjustified.

a/See our report B-125037, Mar. 25, 1975.
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CHAPTER 3

DOD MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS.

DETERMINATION OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

The Department of Defense defines its personnel require-
ments.in relation to the perceived threats to national se-
curity. DOD planning in response to the threat results in
a requirement for a certain number of divisions, air wings,
naval forces, war reserve stocks, and strategic mobility
forces which, in turn, require a certain number of person-
nel to operate and maintain.

DOD described how force size and structure are deter-
mined in the fiscal year 1975 Defense Manpower Requirments
Report. DOD first derives,.a specific set of defense plan-
ning criteria from the broad policies and national security
objectives set forth by the President. These criteria are
presented in the "Defense Policy-and Planning Guidance."
After this,

--the threat is examined and detailed threat estimates
are developed;

--estimates are made of the U.S. and allied forces
needed to successfully defend against and, thus, deter
an attack.by a potential enemy (i.e., prevent him
from being confident that he could achieve his ob-
jectives at an acceptable cost);

--the present and future forces and capabilities of
the United States and its allies are then assessed
and compared with the threat; and

--U.S. force planning is adjusted and coordinated-with
the allies so that the combined capabilities are
adequate to achieve mutual objectives against the
threat at a prudent level of rtskr - -

This is an iterative process involving incremental changes
in current and planned sizing and organizing of U.S. forces.

Determining manpower requirements is a complex process
involving weighing such other factors as budgetary con-
straints, the need to maintain a rotation base, grade man-
agement and promotion progression considerations, and or-
ganizational alinement.
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Thus, the final recommended size and organization of
U.S. forces results from a mult-istep planning process. At
several points in this process, assumptions or decisions
can be changed and different ultimate manpower requirements
can result. -

Changes could occur in the following:

--The broad policies and national security objectives.
They determine what U.S. military forces must be able
to do.

--The estimate of the threat. This estimate, especially
in relation to planning, involves considerable judg-
ment and there could be disagreement with DOD's per-
ception of the threat. For example, a key assumption
regarding manpower levels relates to the length of
possible conflict. If short wars are envisioned,
active and in-place troops are essential because
limited time may prevent redeploying troops or.acti-
vating enough Reserves to change the outcome.

--The judgment of U.S. and allied capability. Until
tested, the relative capabilities of U.S. and allied
forces in combating the threat are also matters of
considerable judgment. In addition, planning could
call for an increased allied contribution to overall
capability, which could reduce U.S. requirements.
Or the firm of allied contribution could be changed,
such as greater eliance on allies for manpower-
intensive ground troops with U.S. agreement to provide
primarily air and naval support.

--The way in which the threat is met. This might in-
volve decisions to rely on tactical nuclear weapons
rather than conventional forces or to increase air
power and reduce ground forces.

--Efficiency. Once the --output- in terms of required
military capability has been agreed upon and the
number of divisions, ships, and airplanes derived,
the required manpower still may vary. Efficiencies
might improve labor productivity (i.e., reduce the
required manpower associated with a given output),
such as by increasing the firepower per man. In
this regard, the Defense Manpower Commission has
recommended that DOD establish a management capability
to continue to identify opportunities for reducing
costs by substituting capital equipment for manpower.
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EXAMPLE: CONSEQUENCE OF
CHANGE IN POLICY

As pointed out on page 1, one of the three major ways
to reduce manpower costs is to make a funda.mental policy
change that would require less manpower, such as reducing
overseas commitments.

To illustrate the effect of such a policy decision,
we asked DOD to calculate the savings if the United States
were to terminate its Asian defense commitments. Selectina
this policy decision as an illustrative example of the con-
sequence of 'such a decision should in no way be interprted
to mean that we are endorsing such a decision'or even pro-
posing its consideration. DOD cautioned in i-ts resporse
to our request that it does not'believe the United States
should end or reduce our Asian commitments. The. response
further stated that to reduce our Asian commitments -

"Would upset the balance of power in the re-
gion, limit our ability to effectively apply
influence in the area, and in general would
be detrimental to United States military,.
economic, and political interests."

DOD'also said:

"There is no simple answer to your Question
or a single cost which can be said to repre-
sent savings if we were to: end our Asian
commitments. The magnitude of the savings
depends upon what forces, if any, may be
deactivated." 

Under one alternative, DOD selected no forces for deacti-
vation; under a second alternative, it selected one Army
division and three Air Force squadrons. The total U.S.
force deployed in the Pacific and/or identified as provid-
ing force for Pacific area contingencies consists of:

--One Army division in Korea and one in Hawaii.

--One Marine division and one brigade.

--One Marine aircraft wing.

--Nine Air Force fighter/attack squadrons.

--One Air Force bomber and one tanker squadron.
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--?he 7th Fleet, 1/ usually including 2 carriers and
surface combatants.

COD gave several specific reasons for not including more
or all of the above forces'among those assumed to be deacti-
vated. In a general comment, DOD said:

"Few, if any, of our forces are justified and
deployed solely by our commitments to our Asian
allies. As a result, the ending of our Asian
commitments would not lead to the deactivation
of all of our forces.deployed in Asiaand the
Pacific cr the reinforcements scheduled to be
employed in that theater."

The following table presents DOD's estimate of the probable
savings to the Five Year Defense Program dollars from an
Asian commitment policy change. The savings include pro-
curement and operation and maintenance costs, as well
as manpower costs. Savings are offset initially by the''
one-time costs of redeployment or deactivation of forces.

Probable Savings from Asian Policy-Change

FY FY FY ' FY
1977 1978 1979 1980

(billions) (note a)-

Cost of Asian deployments
and reinforcements 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.7Savings with no force
deactivation b/-.8 .4 .6 - .6Savings with deactivation
of some Asian deployed
forces 0.0 1.4 1.4 1.4

a/Generally, Five Year Defense Program dollars are adjusted
for inflation in procurement expenditures, but not for
inflation in manpower costs. Thus, the numbers in the
table are a mix of constant and current dollars 

b/Redeployment costs.

DOD clearly regards most of the Asian forces as having
an important role for unilateral U.S. defense interests or

I/Does not include the 3rd Fleet, deployed in the Eastern
Pacific.
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a high potential for use by the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nization. -More of the approximate $7 billion cost of Asian
deployments and reinforcements could be saved if fewer forces
were regarded as having this role or potential use so more
forces could be deactivated.

DOD stated that ending U.S. Asian commitments entailed
high risk, but if these commitments were terminated, ll
forces should be retained and any savings from redeployment
should alsc be retained in DOD to improve capabilities:"in
other areas where they-are less than those desired by the
JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] and the Services." This posi-
tion apparently results from military requirements being
defined not only in response to the threat, but also within
fiscal constraints. Thus, if resources are freed by re-
ducing commitments in one area, DOD prefers to apply those
resources to reduce the risk areas where fiscal constraints
resulted in lower force levels than military judgment would-
desire.

We reiterate that this is a hypothetical example to
illustrate the cost consequences of a fundamental policy
change. Selection of this policy decision as the example
should not be interpreted to mean that we are endorsing
such a decision or even proposing its consideration.
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CHAPTER 4

MILITARY COMPENSATION SYSTEM

The military'compensation system is a complex patchwork
of numerous forms of pay and allowance and a multitude ofin-kind fringe benefits. l/ The Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee in a report on the fiscal year 1976 Department of
Defense appropriation bill said, "the inherent complexity
of the present military pay system defies logical analysis
or perception of total compensation, let alone its ..compar-ability with any other sector."

The following sections describe in general terms someof the major elements of military compensation. It is not
intended to be an exhaustive exposition, but merely to
provide some backgroud and appreciation of the system's
complexity and to high:ight some fundamental issues relat-
ing to military compensation.

PAY AND ALLOWANCES

All military personnel receive a basic pay intended
to compensate them for services rendered. This is the prin-cipal element of military compensation. The amount of basic
pay is a function of a member's rank and length of service
in the Armed Forces,. Unl-ike civil service employees who'
normally receive-a single salary, military personnel arealso entitled to various pays and allowances, depending on
such factors as rank, length of service, marital status,
number of dependents, type of assignment, and location.

Military personnel receive allowances for certain.
needs that civilians normally meet from their salaries.
All military personnel are entitled to subsistence andquarters or a cash allowance if not provided in kind. 2/
A subsistence allowance is paid in cash to all officers
and to enlisted personnel who are not provided rations
in kind. A quarters allowance is paid whenever Govern-
ment quarters are not furnished. The amount depends on
a-member's rank and-number of dependents.

1/See The Militar Pay Muddle by Martin Binkin (The Brook-ings Inst., i-75) for a discussion of the military com-
pensation system.

2/Items provided in place of money, such as housing or
food.
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A tax advantage results because quarters and subsis-tence allowances--whether furnished in kind or in cash--are not subject to Federal income tax. As of October 1974,DOD estimated that the annualized tax advantage (revenues
forgone by the Treasury) amounted to over $1 billion. Asa rule, pay items are taxable whereas allowances are not.

.In.its;-April. 1976 report the Defense Manpower Commis-sion recommended that the items currently comprising theregular military compensation be converted into a fullytaxable military salary.and differences in present RMCbased on marital status be eliminated.

Besides basic pay and allowances for quarters and sub-sistence, there is a series. of special pays and bonusesfor special conditions, Fuch as difficult-to-recruit skillsand hardship assignments.

--Bonus payments up to $3,000 are authorized to at-tract volunteers in designated critical military
occ'upations for which the number of enlistments havenot met DOD's needs.

--Members with critical skills can receive up to $15,000for staying in the service for specified periods.

--A few enlisted personnel receive proficiency pay rang-ing from $50 to $150 a month to supplement the bonusesused to retain personnel 'in critical skills.

--- Certain medical professionals receive a special payof from $100 to $350 a month and continuation pay of2 to 4 months' basic pay or a variable incentive pay.

--Military personnel may also receive various monthlyincentive pays ranging from $55 to $245 for special
assignments, such as flying, submarine duty, para-chute jumping, diving, serving in combat, and car-rier flight deck duty.

Other pays and allowances are paid to meet specialneeds or _under prescribed circumstances. For example', -(1) enlisted personnel receive a special pay for servingat sea and at some overseas locations, (2) personnel inspecial assignments, such as recruiting, also receiveadditional pay, (3) personnel in high-cost areas outsidethe United States receive overseas station allowances,(4) members separated from their families for over 30 days

. . .25.. . .
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receive a family separation allowance, and (5) enlisted mem-
bers generally receive a clothing maintenance allowance.General officers of the rank of lieutenant general or gen-eral and incumbents of certain positions receive a nontax-
able personal money allowance ranging from $500 to $5,200a year to defray official expenses.

FRINGE BENEFITS

Military personnel are also entitled to £Zinge bene-fits which are undoubtedly of great importance a.d value
to the recipients; However, such benefits are difficultto measure, and those received by various members vary .. ..greatly. Supplemental benefits are intended to meet mem-bers' needs or to support military personnel policies.These benefits somewhat-parallel those received by civil-
ian--employees, but some are more comprehensive.

Medical care is a major benefit to active and.retired
military personnel and their dependents. Active military -personnel are normally treated in military medical facili-ties at no charge. Retirees and dependents may be treatedeither in military medical facilities (if space is avail-able) or in civilian medical facilities. For inpatientcare in civilian facilities, retirees and their dependentspay 25 percent of the cost; for outpatient care, they pay,25 percent of the cost'above $50 ('$100 maximum per family).Dependents of active military personnel pay $3.90 per dayin either military'or civilian facilities (minimum of $25per admission to a civilian facilities), but pay about 20percent of the cost of outpatient care in civilian facili-ties after paying a deductible amount.

Base commissaries and exchanges enable military shoppers
to buy at discounted prices. The savings at commissariesis estimated at approximately 20 percent. This is a con-troversial area, since--DOD proposed the phase out of sub-sidies for commissaries in its fiscal year 1977 budget thistime over a 3-year period. The Congress is considering thisproposal. Base exchanges generate profits which are turnedover to-command and expended for certain activities to im-prove the morale and welfare of military personnel.,

The military retirement program is noncontributory
and undoubtedly the most valuable of all the fringe bene-fits. Retirement, other than disability retirement, ismandatory for some and possible for all after 20 years ofservice. Retirees' generally receive a pension ranging
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from 50 percent of their terminal basic pay at 20 years ofservice up to 75 percent at 30 years. With certain minorexceptions, retirement is mandatory after 30 years of serv-ice. Offering retirement after 20 years is designed to.maintain a youthful, vigorous force. DMC has concludedthat the military retirement system is not comparable tocivilian retirement systems and is more generous.

Greatly increasing the value of the Retirement systembenefit is the ability to retire after only 20 years serv-ice and immediately receive retired pay, while many retire-ment systems would allow no benefits until age 65. Thepresent valie to a 20-year old entering military serviceof drawing retired pay between age 40 and 65 would be about$18,500, if terminal base pay is $26,000 and his retiredpay for those years is discounted at 10 percent. It isinteresting to note that the dollar amount received forthis 2 5-year period would exceed the sum paid for activeduty.

Military personnel are also covered by social securityon a contributory basis. Thus, at the age of 62, a militaryretiree can receive two annuities for the same period ofservice-social security and military retired pay. Severancepay is also provided to regular officers not eligible forretirement when separated for nonpromotion, unfitness, orunsatisfactory or poor performance, and readjustment pay isauthorized for Reserve personnel involuntarily separatedfrom active duty after at least 5 years of continuous serv-
ice. Personnel separated from the service under conditionsother than dishonorable also become eligible for unemploy-ment compensation, the amount depending on State law.

Dependents and survivors of military personnel are alsoentitled to the various benefits provided under the socialsecurity program, the military survivor's benefit program,and the dependency and indemnity compensation program ad-ministered by the Veterans Administration. Survivors ofactive military personnel who die in the line of duty arealso entitled to a nontaxable death gratuity of up to$3,000.

All military personnel accrue annual leave at the rateof 2-1/2 days a month. There is no limit on the amount ofsick leave they may be authorized by competent military
medical personnel. Personnel who retire or separate fromservice can "sell-back" their unused annual leave for alump-sum payment (maximum of 60 days). Enlisted personnelwere able to sell their unused leave at the end of each
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eniistnent. The practice of sexling back leave cost about
$150 n.illion in each of the fiscal years 1972-74. 1/ The Con-
gress has in passing Public Law 94-361 set a limit of 60 on
the number of leave days. that could be sold back during a
serviceman's career to encourage military personnel to use
leave as the law intends, rather than be compensated for not
using it.

Additionally, the Veterans Administration provides
benefits to veterans to help them finance their education
and purchase homes at lower interest rates and down payments.
The Government also pays a portion of servicemen's life in-
surance premiums up to a maximum coverage of $20,000, when
such extra charges are required, to cover the additional
costs attributable to the added risks of military service.

ANNUAL MILITARY PAY ADJUSTMENT

RMC consists of basic pay, quarters and subsistence
allowances, and the tax advantage.' RMC is considered to
be approximately equivalent to civilian salaries. By law,
military pay-increases are linked to the General Schedule
pay increases. Public'Law 90-207, enacted in 1967, provided
that RMC be increased comparably whenever General Schedule
salaries are increased to maintain the relationship exist-
ing then between military and civilian pay. However, once
the amount of the percentage increase was determined, that
was applied to only one portion of RMC--basic pay. As we
reported in March 1974, 2/ this process resulted in numerous-
inequities. Public Law 93-419, effective September 19, 1974,
revised this method of pay adjustment by applying the per-
centage pay increases uniformly to basic pay and basic
quarters and subsistence allowances. This revision will
ultimately save about $3 billion over a 5-year period-. Public
Law 94-361 authorized the. allocation of up to 25 percent of
basic -pay incieases into subsistence or -quarters allowances.

In addition to this pay adjustment procedure, Public
Law 92-129 authorized significant pay increases totaling
about $1.5 billion in fiscal year 1972 to make military
pay more attractive-at the entry level-in an all-volunteer
environment. 3/ Military personnel in the first 2 years
of service received basic pay increases averaging 61 percent

1/See our report B-125037, Mar. 20, 1975.

2/See our report B-163770, Mar. 14, 1974.

3/See our report B-177952, May 2, 1973.
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for enlisted men and 91 percent for- officers with small
increases of 3 percent or less for those with more service.

DOD ESTIMATE OF MAJOR COMPENSATION ELEMENTS

The military pay system's complexity makes it ex-
tremely difficult to cost the various compensation ele-
ments to determine a military member's total annual com-
pensation. Nevertheless, to give'an indication of the
total annual compensation, DOD has costed some of the pay,
allowances, and benefits for selected individuals at var-
ious pay grades. The results, as shown- in the tables on
pages 31 and 32, do not completely measure total military
compensation, but do include some -major elements. 1/

LACK OF STANDARD FOR DETERMINING APPROPRIATE
LEVEL OF MILITARY COMPENSATION

As stated previously, annual military pay raises are
tied to raises for General Schedule employees. Although
the process of adjusting civil service salaries is based
on surveys of. comparable jobs in .t.he private. sector, no'
independent external standard exists for set-ting military
pay. Consequently, there is no assurance that military
pay levels are appropriate. 

Much discussLon has focused on the appropriateness
of individual pay and fringe benefit items. However, with-
out an explicit standard for determining the proper level
of military compensation, discussing individual compensa-
tion items is virtually pointless. But with a standard
for setting total compensation, the debate could properly
center con the appropriate mix of compensation items within
the total. Fstablishing such an independent, external
standard would not necessarily save money,' but the deter-
mination of- tie level of military compensation would be
far more explicit than that which results from the current
system.

Establishing any standard would be difficult, since
some military compensation _is in the form of in-kind fringe

1/See Senate Appropriations Committee report on fiscal year
1976 DOD appropriations bill, pp. 19-22, for updated exam-
ples of annual compensation and benefits for military per-
sonnel and a comparison of military and civilian compen-
sation and benefits.
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benefits. Thus, total military compensation is not readily
discernible because not all is paid out in cash. 1/ Also,
because of the various pays and allowances, there is probabiy
little uniformity among individual members in the compensa-
tion they actually receive.

We have recently suggested that the process for setting
Federal employees' salaries be based on a comparison of their
"total compensation" (not just salaries), with that of simila:
private sector jobs. 2/ The-principal of total compensaticn
would presumably also-be applicable to the military, since
fringe benefits Are a major element of total military compen-.
sation.

DMC has recommended that the dominant principle be com-
petition. That is, it should-be adequate to attract and re-- :
tain the desired quantity and quality of-personnel, but not
more than necessary for this purpose. Although we have exa-
mined many compensation issues in the past, the effects and
ramifications of the principal of competition, as envisioned
by DMC, have not been examined.

I/See our report B-163770, Oct. 10, 1975, on military members;
perceptions of their compensation.

2/See our report B-167266, July 1, 1975.
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CHAPTER 5

THE MILITARY-RETIREMENT SYSTEM

A major factor to be considered in analyzing rising De-

partment of Defense manpower costs is the present military
retirement system. We are treating military retirement costs

at length because (1) they are rapidly increasing and (2)

recent proposals have been made to reform the system. Civil-

ian retirement costs are not discussed here because that

system concerns more than just DOD manpower and, thus, the

issues are beyond the scope of this report. 1/ In this

chapter, we discuss major DOD and Defense Manpower Commission

proposals for reforming the military retirement system.

CURRENT AND PROJECTED NUMBERS OF

RETIREES AND RETIRED PAY COSTS

The number of military retirees increased from 137,785 in

1952 to 983,788 in 1974 and is projected to reach 1,271,000

by 1980. 2/ Between 1952 and 1974, total retirement payments
increased-from about $330 million to approximately $5.1 bil-

lion and are projected to total almost $8 billion by 1980.

This represents an expected increase of about 800 percent in'

the number' of retirees from 1952 to 1980. The average pay-

ment per retiree has increased from about $2,400 in 1952 to

about $6,200 in the 1976 budget.

As shown in chapter 2, retired pay has increased from

5 percent of manpower costs in 1964 to 14.7 percent proposed

for 1977. Retired pay as a percentage of military basic pay

has increased from 5.5 percent in 1953 to 42.3 percent in

1976. The year-by-year changes in this percentage are shown

in the table on the following page.

NONCONTRIBUTORY SYSTEM THEORETICALLY
REFLECTED IN PAY LEVELS .

The military retirement system is noncontributory, that

is, the Government and military personnel do not contribute

to a retirement fund to pay for future benefits. Pensions

are paid by annual appropriations.

1/See our report B-179810, July 30, 1974, on all Federal re-

tirement systems.

2/See HousetCommittee- onhArme'd Services Report 94-5, 'Pay and

Allowances of the Uniformed Services,' p. 121.
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In 1965 the House Armed .Services Committee reported that

there is a reduction implicit in pay levels which reflects an

imputed contribution to the retirement system.

Trends in Retired Pay as a Percentage

of Basic Pay for Active Duty Personnel ..

Retired pay

.. - 'Basic pay Retired pay as a percent

Fiscal year (note a) (note b) of basic pay

(thousands)

1953 $ 6,240,000 $ 343,200- -c/ 5.5

1956 6,052,457 459,987 c/ 7.6

1959 6,296,573 604,471 c/ 9.6

1961 6,274,104 746,618 c/11.9

1'965 7,6215,'70'5 1,324,465 17.4

1966 8,579,228 1,522,562 17.7

1967 9,475,633 1,752,773 18.5

1968 11,077,328 2,004,296 18.1

1969 11,508,215 2,339,450 20.3

1970 12,306,027 2,733,076 d/22.2

1971 12,545,320 3,055,714 d/24.4

1972 " 13,144,943 3,766,191 d/28'.7

1973 14,704,669 4,182,183 d/28.4

1974 14,954,446 4,485,192 a/30.0

1975 15,185,732 5,446,645 d/35.9

1976 15,488,769 6,558,750 d/42.3

a/Budget .figures for all years.

b/Estimates for''fiscal years 1953-61; actual costs 
fiscal

yzars 1955-70; budget costs fiscal years 1971-76. Ex-

cludes retired pay under title III and survivor benefits.

-/Estimated.

d/Based on budget requests for active duty basic pay and-

military retired pay (excluding retired pay under 
title

III).

'Source: House Armed Services Committee Report Number 94-5,

p. 122.

In its Report Number 549 (June 24, 1965), it stated:

"After determination was made of the level. of

pay * * considered appropriate for each mili-

tary grade, account was taken of an imputed
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6-1/2 percent contribution to retirement on
basic pay * * .

The Senate Armed Services Committee stated in its Re-port Number 544 (August 6, 1965) that, "No position istaken at this time on which of the various elements shouldbe included in defining military compensation * * *.- Thatis, should the imputed retirement deduction be considered
an element of military compensation?

The two Committees still held differing opinions 6 yearslater. The House Committee's Report Number 92-82 (March 25,1971) stated:

"The RMC is based on a military pay standard
so constructed that it-recognizes that RMC-does not include a specific retirement contri-bution. In other words, the military compen-sation is depressed by 7 percent to reflect
an imputed contribution towards the member 's-retirement."

The Senate Committee again disagreed, stating in itsReport Number 92-93:

"Finally it should be pointed out that since'there is no accepted comparability system
linking various military and civilian paygrades it cannot therefore be reasonably saidthat military basic pay is being depressed byany percentage as an imputed contribution
-toward reducing military retired costs."

These differing opinions are still unreconciled. Atthe request of the Senate Budget Committee, we have issueda report on the advantages and disadvantages of a contri-butory retirement system for military personnel. 1/ In thisreport, we made no recommendation on whether to adopt a con-tributory. system. We believe certain issues require moreconsideration before such a recommendation can hemade, suchas (1)-how should members' contributions be computed? (2)should a military retirement fund be established? and (3)should pay be increased to offset members' contribution?However, DMC has recommended that the retirement systemremain noncontributory.

l/See our report B-125037, March 4, 1976.
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THE RETIREMENT MODERNIZATION ACT

DOD has-submitted new retirement legislation, referred
to as the Uniformed Services Retirement Modernization Act
(RMA), which addresses some of the problems in the current
retirement system and which will ultimately reduce retire-
ment costs if enacted. DOD argues that, with higher active
duty compensation levels, reducing retirement benefits is
now justified.

A major problem inherent in the current system is that "' '

a member must serve at least 20 years to be eligible for
nondisability retirement pay. According to DOD, th,s re-
quirement tends to encourage members to remain in the serv-
ice, although their skills and experience are not needed.
This results in increased personnel costs and contributes to
grade structure management problems.

RMA would provide for payments to members who leave
the service, after less than 20 years. RMA proposes a de-
ferred annuity beginning at age 60 for personnel who volun-
tarily separate with between 10 and 20 years of service.
The annuity would be 2.5 percent for each year times the
average pay in the year with the highest ear.iings. Involun-:
tary separatees with between 5 and 20 years could'choose a
lump sum or a deferred annuity in addition to a readjustment
payment., These proposals are intended to retain people in
DOD for less than a full career and to allow more flexible
personnel management.

Present retirement pay is based on the-pay that the
member actually received on the most advantageous construc-
tive-date (usually the actual retirement date) for retire-
ment pay calculation. A person can retire on the day after
a pay raise or longevity increase has gone into effect and
have his retired payment increased accordingly. RMA would
base the annuity on the average basic pay received during
the year with the highest average basic pay instead of the
terminal rate.

The services desire a youthful, vigorous force; how-
ever, the current retirement system encourages experienced
personnel to retire, and not all military jobs reouire
youth and vigor. DOD agrees that it is unable to retain
members that it wants to keep beyond 20 years. Proposed
changes would increase the multiplier used in computing
retirement pay for those members with more than 24 years
of service. In this way, a greater incentive would exist
for personnel to remain in the service past 20 years. The
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proposal calls for a maximum annuity of 78 percent of
basic pay for 30 years of service, based on 3 percent per
year of service instead of 2-1/2 percent for the 25th to
the 30th year of service.

RMA also would provide for reduced annuities for mem-
bers with less than 30 years of service.. For personnel
retiring with between 20 to 30 years of service, the multi-
plier used In computing retired pay would be reduced by
15 percent. When they-reached the point at which they would
have had 30 years of service had they stayed in the-service,
the reduction in retirement pay would be restored.

Another major proposal calls for integrating military
and social security retirement annuities at age 65. Retired
pay would be reduced by one-half the social security benefit
attributable to military service after implementation. How-
ever, a DMC staff paper has stated that this proposal would
create-inequities for:ret-irees.

The new retirement system would apply fully to only
those entering service after the date of enactment. It
would include a transition formula and save pay provisions
for those serving under the old and new systems and would
be gradually phased in over a 20-year period. DOD esti-
mates considerable cost savings under this system, as
shown in the following table. While relative costs would
initially be higher than under the present system, savings
of almost $26 aLllion would be realized by 1983 and cumu-
lative savings would approach $12.2 billion by the year
2000.
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We found that the net present value of the savings
presented in the above table to be about $1.8 billion in

1976, if discounted at 10 percent.

DMC agrees that the military retirement system should

be restructured but that, rather than adopting RMA, new

proposals should be developed which (1) provide DOD with an

improved personnel management tool, (2) reduce overall re-

tirement costs, and (3) provide members with fair and equit-

able compensation. DMC made many-recommendations to this
end. -

COST-OF-LIVING ADJUSTMENTS

The system formerly used to adjust the annuities-of
retired military personnel had been in effect since 1969.

It was the same as that used to'determine changes in annui-

ties of Federal civil service retirees. The rate of change

of the annuity was based upon-the Consumer- Price Index.

Whenever the index increased at least 3 percent over the

index of. the previous base month and'remained above that '

level for 3 consecutive months, annuities were increased by

the highest percentage change during this 3-month period,
plus 1 percent. The month with the highest percentage in-

crease became the new index base month used to calculate
the next adjustment.

In July 1976 we recommended that the Congress:

--Repeal the l-perceat add-on feature or, as a minimum,
eliminate its overcompensating effect by adjusting
the index base by'l percent each time an adjustment
occurs.

--Regularize the adjustment process by repealing the

current index triggering mechanism and providing
for annual adjustments based on the actual percentage
rise in the index during the preceding year.

-Repeal the provisions which permit retiring employees
to receive higher starting annuities because of changes

in the index before their retirement and provide that
new retirees' initial cost-of-living adjustments be

prorated to reflect only index increases after their
effective dates of retirement. 1/

1/See our report B-130150, July 27,- 1976.
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On October 1, 1976, Public Law 94-440 changed the method
and timing of annuity adjustment and eliminated the 1 percent
add-on. The new law directs adjustments to be made twice a
year in March and September. These adjustments must be equal
to within 1/10 of 1 percent of the rise in the Consumer Price
Index during the 6-month period ending 3 months before the
adjustment month.
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CHAPTER 6

MANAGEMENT -IMPROVEMENTS... --

The Department of Defense has undertaken a number of man-
power-related actions to improve management efficiency. Since
this is a key area for achieving manpower cost savings, we
will mention some of the more prominent areas in which DOD is
taking acticns..

HEADQUARTERS'AND SUPPORT REDUCTIONS 

Responding to congressional criticism, DOD initiated a
continuing review in October 1973 to reduce the number, size,
layering, and duplication of headquarters. As part of this
review, DCD has attempted to (1) establish a uniform defini-
tion of "headquarters" so manpower savings can be measured
against a common base in the future and (2' establish a sys-
tem for managing and controlling the number and size of head-
quarters activities.

The Surveys and Investigations Staff of the House Appro-
priations Committee studied DOD's management of headquarters
staffing and found.that the Navy was reassigning jobs to' field
activities and claiming headquarters reductions, even though
the people remained in headquarters performing the same .func-.
tions. The staff investigators also believed that DOD could
still achieve considerable improvements in establishing a sys-
tem for managing headquarters activities. In a recent report
to the Senate and House Cnmmittees on Appropriations, we sug-
gested that DOD be requested to firmly establish what consti-
tutes a personnel reduction so the committees can more accu-
.rately monitor the actual reduction in headquarters person-
nel. 1/

The Defense Manpower Commission made many recommendations
in its April 1976 report regarding management and management
headquarters which if carried out could reduce manpower costs.

We have reported that sizable-manpower savings were avail-
able by eliminating and consolidating headauarters and staffs
and assoc'ated duplicative functions. 2/ We recently issued a

I/See our report B-172376, Nov. 4, 1975.

2/See our report 8-125037, Mar. 25, 1975.
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report which suggested improvements in staff.nc and organ-
ization of top management headquarters. :1/

.Despite these problems with defining and accounting
for headquarters reductions, DOD appears to be depending on

headquarters reductions as a source of manpower to improve
combat capability without increasing military manpower. In

February 1975 DOD planned to reduce the number of headauar-
ters personnel by about 25,000 people between 1974 and the
end of fiscal year 1976. With these and other reductions in
support elements, DOD plans to add three active Array divisions
and three Air Force tactical fighter wings. Allowing the serv-
ices to retain in the form of combat capability the overhead
and suppor.t manpower they identify as excessive provides
considerable incentive for them to identify excess positions.

The-other reductions that DOD plans to convert to com-
bat capability are in support elements. These reductions

- may represent either (l) identifying excess support capabil-
ity-that little affects war-fighting capability or (2) de-

emphasizing a long war and emphasizing the capability of
repelling an initial attack. According to the fiscal year
1976 Annual Defense Department Report, the shift from sup-
port to combat "does involve some sacrifice in our ability
to sustain a conventional war in Europe.' One of.our re-
cent reports shows that considerable savings are possible by
consolidating support functions. 2/

A concern for those trying to control costs through
manpower ceilings is that savings from authorized reductions
may be offset by increases in other manpower sources. For

example, in the fiscal year 1976 budget proposals, it ap-
peared that the effect of the congressional requirement to'
reduce support troops by 18,000 in Europe would be offset
when DOD proposed the hiring of 2,000 additional indirect-hire
foreign nationals in fiscal year 1977.

GREATER RELIANCE ON RESERVE FORCES

DOD is increasingly relying on Reserve forces to sup-
p ,nant active forces. The' increase from 13 to 16 active
7. ,ty divisions, for example, will be accomplished partly by
assigning a Reserve brigade to round out each of the three

1/See our report 8-183257, Apr. 20, 1976.

2/See our report B-183619, Aug.- 26, 1975.
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new active div'isions. Reserves are a less expensive alter-
native for satisfying manpower requrirements in peacetime,
but it is uncertain whether they could actually be us,.d in
an emergency. In a recent report on the readiness of Re-
serve forces, we pointed out that, although the Reserves
have early response missions, the Army and Navy components
may not be capable of mobilizing and deploying combat-
ready forces in the. time required. 1/ In its study, DMC ,,
arrived at the same conclusion.

DOD has requested that the Daid drill strength '.f the.
naval Reserve be reduced by 40,000 in the fiscal year 1977
budget request. DOD has taken steps to reduce the risk
associated with.greater reliance on the Reserves. The uor--.
tion of the DOD budget--total obligational authority--going
to Guard and Reserve forces has increased from 3.4 percent
in 1970 to 5.3 percent in the proposed fiscal year 1976
budget. Greater emphasis is being placed'o'n training the
Reserves with active units, as evidenced by the Air Force's
associate program and the Army's affiliation program.
Reserve training is particularly important, since we recent-
ly reported that in fiscal year 1974 reservists' traininq
time devoted to other than official jobs or spent idle to-
taled 15 million man-days and cost about $1.2 billion. 2/
The report made recommendations that would lead to tailor.-
ing unit or individual training schedules to mission assi:gn-
ments.

CIVILIANIZATION ";D CONTRACTING OUT OF SERVICE.

"Civilianization" means employing civilians in jobs
formerly held by military personnel. The primary motiva-
tion has been lower cost. DOD studies have concluded that
civilians. generally cost less, the savings varying by.tech-
nical specialty and pay grade. Other advantages include
(1) greater stability and continuity in a'-job, (2) reduced
training costs (assuming that the civilians are not trained
by DOD and stay on the job longer than military personnel,
and (3) lower overall military manpower requirements, thus
-reducing the difficulty of sustaining an all-volunteer

1/See our classified report B-146964, Oct. 3, 1975. An
unclassified digest of the report is available.

2/See our report B-178205', June 26, 1975.
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force. We have reported instances where greater use of
civilians could be made 3nd have calculated the benefit of
recommended' changes. 1/

The Office of Management and Budget's Circular Number
A-76 stressed the Government's general policy of relying
upon the private sector to supply its needs.-;except where
it is in the national interest for the Government to pro-
vide directly the products and services it uses. Contract-
ing for services can reduce costs, save manpower or free
manpower'for other assignments. We have in previous reports
recommended that DOD contract for more services,. particular-
ly in the base support area.

The DOD policy is to use civilians in positions which
do not

--require military incumbents for reasons of law,
training, security, discipline, rotation, or com-
bat-'readiness;- .. ' -

--require military background for successful per-
formance of the'duties involved; and 

--entail unusual hours not normally associated or-
compatible with civilian employment.

DOD said it was converting military positions to civil-
ian jobs when feasible. Between fiscal years 1973 and 1976,
civilian direct-hire strength 'was reduced by 13,000:, but the
fiscal year 1976 total includes 39,000 civilian jobs result-
ing from the civilianization of 48,000 military positions.
Without the civilianization program, direct-hire strength
would have been reduced by 52,000, rather than 13,000.

Arguments against civilianization often cite the need
to maint-ain milL--ta-rypositions for career development and a-..
rotation base. Civilianization might affect career devel-.
opment by eliminating certain jobs from the background of.
officers. And, if civilianization cuts too far into mili-
tary positions inside the United States, there would not be
enough jobs for military personnel when they rotate back
from overseas. Other objections to civilianization include

1/See, for example, our report B-146890, June 19, 1974.
A report of broader scope is B-146890, Mar. 20, 1972.
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(1) the greater difficulty of expanding and contracting,

civilian labor force, (2) the loss of a pool of qualified

manpower to bring combat units to full strength quickly

in time of crisis, and (3) concern that, after civiliani-

zation, civilian manpower ceilings may be reduced.

DMC noted, in its report, that increased contracting

for services at the installation level can reduce manpower

costs without reducing military capability. Accordingly,

it stated that DOD should award contracts for installation
services when they would yield a satisfactory product'at

less cost to the Government. This must be qualified, how-

ever, because the military services are entitled to provide

personnel for their own support services to the extent

needed to man deployable -support units and to provide for

'the rotation of personnel from overseas tours and sea

duty and to assure quick reaction capability. DMC further

stated that DOD should improve and standardize its tech-

niques for comparing costs of contractors' work to Federal

employees in order to obtain more valid comparisons and

estimates of its work, including-total costs to the Govern-

ment; not just the direct costs incurred by the installa-

tion awarding a contract, but also indirect costs associ-

ated with Federal personnel, such as housing, medical sup-

port, administration, retirement, and 'veterans' benefits.

The last point is a difficult obstacle to civiliani-

zation or contracting of services. It exists because DOD

activities are controlled through personnel ceilings rather

than fiscal controls. We have made a number of studies on

the impact of personnel ceilings on DOD's use of manpower,

concluding that personnel ceilings or hiring limitations

do not provide the most effective management controls over

civilian personnel. 1/ In 1970 DOD implemented a demonstra-

tion project in which a group of DOD laboratories operated

solely undeL financial controls for 2 or 3 years. We re-

viewed this project, called Project REFLEX, and concluded

that even though constraints
-w efe-not-removed entirely,

benefits had been realized. 2/

l/See, for example, our reports B-165959, Dec. 30, 1969,

and B-165959, Apr. 30, 1971. 

2/See our report B-165959, June 21, 1974.'
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In this regard, DMC recommended that the practice of
specifying a fixed end strength for manpower be discon-..
tinued.

MILITARY TURNOVER

Military turnover here refers to accession/separation
rates and frequency of reassignments. Cost and manpower
savings result from reduced military personnel turnover
through

--lower training costs, because experienced personnel
stay in service longer;

--greater on-the-job efficiency, because of greater
stability of personnel in individual assignments;

--less productive time lost by personnel in tr,;zsient,
status between assignments; and-

--less cost and personal disruption from permanent
change-of-station moves. -

There is a'study underway in the Office of' the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Manpower-and Peserve Affa'irs$ on
reducing turnover. The transition to a volunteer force
has reduced turnover attributed to the accession/separation
rate. During the high draft years (1967-69), each military
accession contributed an average of 3.3 productive staff-
years. DOD expects that after fiscal year 1975, this fig-
ure will increase to 4.5 productive staff-years and-esti-
mates that this will result in annual cost reductions of
between $500 and $600 million for fiscal year 1976 and sub-
sequent years.

Reducing reassignments should reduce both costs, be--
cause of fewer permanent change-of-station moves, and re-
duce manpower requirements, because fewer people will be in
transient status rather than-productively employed. Both
the number of permanent change-of-station moves and the
percentage of total personnels-in- transient status declined
slightly between fiscal year 1973 and fiscal year 1975.
Even so, in fiscal year 1976 DOD will spend over $1.5 bil-
lion to move its personnel to new stations, not including
the salaries of those managing the program or temporary
costs. 1/

I/See our report B-146861, May 9, 1975.
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TRAINING

In fiscal year 1976, about one in every five military
persons will be receiving or giving full-time training at
a cost of about $7 billion. We made a special study and
found that DOD's training programs cost approximately $11
billionin: fiscal yea.r.1974 1/ when all costs were included.
Clearly, reductions in training requirements .could result
in considerable savings.

One potential way of reducing training costs would be
through consolidating training programs. The main problem
to be overcome is the services' resistance to consolidated
training. DOD has established an Inter-Service Training
Review Organization to identify consolidation opportunities.
Our reviews of military training 2/ have concluded that
savings could be achieved through consolidation, and the
House Appropriations Committee has recommended that DOD
take action in this area.

Increased training costs have resulted because major
imbalances have existed within ,the military.services be-
tween requirements for personnel and the number of trained
and experienced personnel available. For example, in the
full-time'officer graduate education program, which was
estimated at $95 million for fiscal year 1976, individuals
have been trained in disciplines for which the number of
officers holding degrees exceeds requirements, and pre-
viously trained personnel have been used in positions not
requiring such advanced education. We have'reported -on
this program 3/ and on long-term training for civilian
DOD employees, 4/ and the House. Appropriations Committee
recently criticized the program in its report on the 1976
DOD appropriations bills.

1/See our report B-175773, Jan 8, 1974.

2/See our reports B-175773, Nov. 27, 1973, and B-157905,
Apr. 11, 1975.

3/See our report B-165558, Aug. 28, 1970.

4/See our report B-70896, June 30, 1972..
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Training cost reductions might also be achieved by

making training more efficient. In a recent report; we

stated that: training delays and diversions from training

in four recruit and eight skill training schools alone

were costing about $48 million a year. 1/ Efficiency of

training involves such other factors as instructor/student

ratios, length of courses, number and types of courses

(formal versus on-the-job training), and use of simulators.

Also to be considered is the impact on training costs from

more sophisticated weapons which require a higher level of

training proficiency.

Finally, in recent hearings, DOD has stated that

actions to increase enlistment periods should ultimately

reduce training costs. However, under current DOD policy,

any savings realized through increased enlistment tours

may be somewhat offset by the need to train replacements

for experienced personnel not allowed to reenlist.

CONCLUSIONS

.This chapter has discussed, in general terms, some

of the potential improvements in efficiency. Reductions

in manpower costs, through improved management, will re-

quire continuing analysis of the management system and

.constant monitoring of the implementation of improved

management.

1/See our report B-160096, Sept. 2, 1975.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX IAPPENDIX I

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE -- - -
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20301

, ..- - -

MANPOWER ANO
RESERVE AFFAIRS 21 JUN 1976

Mr. H. L. Krieger
Director
United States General Accounting Office
441 6th Street NW, Room 4001
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Krieger:

The Department of Defense has reviewed your draft report, dated
March 31, 1976, "Alternatives in Controlling Defense Manpower Costs."
This reply is on behalf of the Secretary of Defense.

We agree with its recommendation that the DoD should establish a
consistent comprehensive definition of defense manpower costs. The
Department has made good progress in this direction in the- FY 1977
Military Manpower Requirements Report, which defined a.;d displayed
Defense payroll costs and personnel support costs.

We are now reviewing the definition to determine whether it meets
the needs of the Congress and DoD management. We will establish a
consistent comprehensive definition that will be:used in future Annual
Defense Department reports, Manpower Requirements reports, and
Budget News Releases.

I am enclosing a list of recommended corrections to minor errors'
in your draft report. I-hope you will.consider them in preparation of
your final report.

Sincerely,

Enclosure - -- I

John F. Ahearne
Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) r
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